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Garib-  in the fourteenth century written in Anatolian Turkish 
of Turkish literature. It is a moral, mystical and instructive masnavi. It is one of the 
leading, valuable and fundamental works of Turkish language and literature. Yunus Emre 
and Mevlana have great influence in the Garib-

knowledgeable advocate of Turkish. Some of the root verbs in this work reflecting Turkish 
culture have been tried to be evaluated in terms of polysemy. Polysemy is the expression 
of new concepts outside the basic meaning that reflects an indicator. Polysemy is that it 
refers to new concepts other than the basic meaning that an indicator reflects with various 
factors. It is a meaningful phenomenon that is created by the fact that a word is capable of 
showing multiple concepts by expanding for semantic reasons. The aim is to try to 
determine what meanings the simple verbs have. In this study, ten simple verbs were 
examined in terms of multiple significance. These; open, know, finish, go out, wear, fill 
up, gather, pass away, stay, disappear verbs. The numerical data of these root verbs in 
terms of multivariate are as follows: open: four, know: five, finish: nine, go out: three, 
wear: two, fill up: three, hold: twelve, pass away: three, stay: five, lost: three. In terms of 
meaning, the most number of finish and hold verbs, the least number of minutes, attach, 
pass away, go out, fill, lost verbs are used. 
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Extended Abstract 

The Garib-
work is one of the leading and valuable sources of Turkish language and literature. Turkish literature written in 
Anatolian Turkish, XIV. century is the largest mesnevi. In Garib-
great influence. This work written in Turkish in order to educate the people is a moral, mystical and instructive 
masnavi. It is one of the greatest works of Turkish Sufi literature. This work has been used in this study. Garib-

knowledgeable plaintiff of Turkish. 

In this study, simple verbs were examined in terms of multifaceted and it was tried to determine what 
meanings were loaded. 

Some of the definitions made on the meaningfulness are as follows: Multivariate is the expression of new 
concepts outside the basic meaning of an indicator with different factors. The meaning of a word, meaning that 
the expansion of the meaning of multiple concepts through the emergence of the meaning is a phenomenon. As 
the method of the study, screening method was preferred. 

The verses passed by the verbs and their meanings have been tried to be given. In addition to the couplets 
taken as examples, the abbreviation of the work and the couplet and page number are given. 

Some verbs found in the work and the meanings of these verbs are as follows: In the work of the open-
verb; increasing appetite, healthy stomach; the meaning such as (secret) say; (eye) open; (road, etc.) to open, to 
remove obstacles has been used. 

Know verb; It has been found that it is used in meanings such as reach; learn;  taste, understand.  

Grow verb, It has been found that it is used in meanings such as to keep up; grow; to flourish; to obtain; 
come up; (connected); length end; come to an end; to be created. 

Get out- verb; It is seen that it is used in the meaning of ascension, get away from where it is; arrive from 
the inside out;  

Plug-in verb is determined that they are used to give names and impose meaning. 

Fill verb is determined to be used in the meaning of coating; gather somewhere; come together; burn. 

Keep verb seems to be used in the meaning of replacing something, covering; to store; possession; 
replacing an object that does not exist; grasp his hand, keep; hold for a certain time, stop; settle, occupy; capture; 
keep in any case; flip evaluate.  

Pass away verb is used in the meaning of giving up, actual, go from one place to another; sit; to leave;  

Stay verb seems to be used in terms of maintaining any situation, to install a work on one's work; sustain 
life; live; to be distracted; to walk 

Disappear verb has been found to be used in their meaning get lost, suffice, reach. 

The aim is to determine the meanings of the verbs in the root. In this study ten simple verbs were 
examined in terms of multiple significance. These; open, know, finish, go out, attach, fill up, gather, pass, stay, 
disappear verbs. The numerical data of these simple verbs in terms of multifaceted are: open: four, know: five, 
finish: nine, go out: three, attach: two, fiil: three, take: twelve, pass: three, stay: five, disappear: three. 

In terms of meaning, the most number of finish and hold verbs, the least number of minutes, attach, pass, 
exit-,fill, disappear verbs are used. 

These findings are the data obtained as a result of a partial study. Further studies on this work will 
provide more detailed data. 
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